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Stock Number: 
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Technical Date:

Physical Form Foam Profile
Color Specific Gravity
Odor Pounds per. Gallon
Solubility in Water pH of Concentrate
Reclaim Compatible V.O.C. % / Wt.
Cautions:

PROPERTIES

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

ADVANTAGES


	Product Name: AUTO DISH
	Product Sub Headline: DISH SOAP ALTERNATIVE - Neutral pH
	Product Description: Professional grade "dish soap" alternative formula was specifically altered for use in car and truck washes as well as detail shops.  We removed the foamers and additives as we aren't cleaning dishes focusing solely on degreasing ensures it gets right to work on oil soaked cloth and brushes; dirty equipment, floors and walls.  
	Directions: Deep Clean Detail Soap:  Wet a clean sponge or wash mitt and apply 1-2 oz of Auto-Dish directly to it, squeeze the sponge or mitt a few times to work in the soap.  Wash vehicle and rinse thoroughly. Now you are ready to buff or compound!Soap Foamer: 1:640 (one ounce per 5 gallons water).Bucket Car Wash: 1-2 oz per 5-gallons of water. Degreasing: Add 12 ounces to 1-gallon of hot water. Allow to dwell for as long as possible, brush or high pressure clean.Cloth Soaking:  Add 6-12 ounces per gallon of hot water. Allow to dwell for as long as possible, brush or high pressure clean.High Pressure Soap:  Dilute 1:500-1500
	Advantages: * Emulsifies and penetrates heavy oils, grease, dirt and grime from cloth and hard surfaces. * Deep cleans vehicle clear-coats preparing it for buffing/compounding.* Can be used as a bucket soap providing better performance over regular car soap.* pH balanced, mild towards skin.* Readily Biodegradable.* Orange Scent. * Does not contain: California Prop 65 ingredients, butyl or solvents.
	Cautions: Eye irritant
	Foam Profile: High
	Specific Gravity: 1.025
	Pounds per: 
	 Gallon: 8.54

	pH of Concentrate: 8.5-9.5
	V: 
	O: 
	C: 
	 %/Wt: None



	Physical Form: Viscous Liquid
	Color: Orange
	Odor: Citrus
	Solubility in Water: Complete
	Reclaim Compatible: Yes (foam caution)
	Stock Number: QW-0147
	Container Size: 2.5,5,15,30,55 gal.
	Technical Date: 06/13/18


